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Safe Snow Removal 

If winter weather leaves you puzzled on how to remove snow and ice safely from your 
driveway, sidewalk or landscaping, follow these tips to prevent damage. While a fresh 
blanket of white snow is a beautiful sight, the inevitable task of removing it can become 
a back-breaker if not done properly. Also, some snow removal techniques can damage 
your driveway, sidewalk, and landscaping.  

To avoid making costly pavement repairs or replanting your flora this spring, scoop up 
these tips on removing ice and snow: 

Professional snow removal 
The best practices for removing snow depends on where you live and how much snow 
you’re dealing with. The biggest mistake homeowners make is waiting until it snows 
before realizing that a professional snow removal service is needed.  

A snow removal service includes all or some of these services: plowing the driveway 
and shoveling the sidewalks, walkways, and porch. Fees will vary according to how 
much work is needed and the size of the property. 

I recommend staking the driveway with markers before the snow arrives if you hire a 
service. This is a significant help for someone plowing who isn’t familiar with the 
property’s driveway and landscape. 

Do-it-yourself snow removal 
Do you consider personally removing snow to be your winter-weather workout, if so, 
are you a machine person or a shovel person? 

 

Machine 
A snow blower can be a wise investment. Even an inexpensive 
snow blower is better than shoveling that could mean risking a 
back injury or heart attack. When a snow event or emergency hits, 
you expect the snow blower to start on command.  
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That has the best likelihood of happening if the machine is maintained properly.  
Before winter, have the machine checked out by a professional to ensure it’s in 
working condition. 

Make sure you have enough fuel and the correct type. Check the machine’s manual to 
ensure you use the proper fuel for the product. Usually, small engine machines do not 
use fuel containing more than 10 percent ethanol. 

If you’re a shovel person, choose an ergonomic style with a bend in the handle. This 
variety helps to eliminate the possibility of back strain that can come with a straight 
handle. 

Removal Process 
If high accumulations or wet snow are expected, it’s much easier 
to remove smaller quantities of snow and then repeat the 
process often rather than trying to remove large amounts all at 
once. If that’s not possible, then remove snow in sections or in 
layers. If shoveling, start in the middle of an area to be cleaned 
and throw to the edges. In this way, you don’t have to clear an 
area twice.  

Most importantly, snow should be removed before it’s packed down by vehicles and 
foot traffic. Also, never use ice picks on their driveways or sidewalks, as the damage 
can be detrimental to those surfaces. 

Also, be respectful of your neighbors when shoveling snow. Don’t pile snow on their 
property. Don’t throw snow into the street — it creates a driving hazard and will be 
pushed back in front of driveways and cars parked on the street. 

Don’t kill your landscape with ice melt 
Over the years, several effective deicing products have been developed to eliminate 
slippery surfaces. However, some of them may end up damaging plants in the 
landscape, flooring in your house or harming pets. Here are the most common deicing 
options, and how they might affect you. 
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Sodium chloride 
While generally the least expensive deicing product, rock salt doesn’t work well in 
temperatures below 25 degrees and can leach into the soil, changing the chemical 
balance to toxic levels. 

Calcium chloride 
Works well at temperatures below zero and is considered less harmful to vegetation. 
But it can leave behind a slippery residue that can be harmful to the carpet, tile, shoes 
and your pet’s feet. This product can be up to three times more expensive than rock 
salt, but you don’t need to use as much. 

Calcium magnesium acetate 
Can cost 10 times more than rock salt, but it’s salt-free and biodegradable. It won’t 
harm the environment and is less corrosive to concrete than salt. 

Urea 
Primarily used as a fertilizer, urea has a lower potential to damage vegetation 
compared to potassium chloride, but it still has the potential to burn your lawn, shrubs 
and other plants. It can also contaminate runoff water with nitrates in the spring. 

I hope these tips are helpful. Please call me with any questions you 
have about this content or your real estate investment. 

Kathy  | 765.426.0227 or at Klafuse@shook.com 
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